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Metallic nanofilms have attracted more and more attention owing to their
characteristics in engineering the emission properties of fluorophores. Generally,
there are two manners of engineering: the first is surface plasmon coupled
emission (SPCE). The excited fluorophores couple with surface plasmons on
metal surface and result in highly directional and polarized emission. The coupling
distance of SPCE is extended from nanoscale to micrometer-scale because of the
coaction of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) mode and plasmon waveguide
resonance (PWR) mode. Thus, SPCE holds great potential to study micrometer-
scale samples such as cells. The second is mirror effect of metallic nanofilms.
The excitation light and emission light are reflected by the metallic nanofilms,
leading to standing waves, which can change the excitation efficiency, radiation
rate and emission pattern of fluorophores. Mirror effect has advantages in
improving the sensitivity and contrast of cell imaging because of its far-field
fluorescence enhancement in micrometer-scale. This dissertation focuses on
metallic nanofilm mediated fluorescence techniques for cells. It consists of six
chapters.
In the first chapter, a literature survey was presented. First, the principle and
research progress of fluorescence enhancement based on mirror effect of smooth
metallic nanofilm, and its application in cell imaging were reviewed. Second, the
principle and characteristics of SPCE were introduced. Then, the development of
its mechanism, the exploration of metallic substrates and sample size, and the
applications in biosensor and microscopy were reviewed.
In the second chapter, the distance dependence of fluorescence enhancement
based on mirror effect of smooth metallic nanofilms in cell imaging was explored.
We studied the distance dependence of fluorescence intensity and lifetime in cell













surface, even inside the metallic substrate because of the enhanced reflection
images based on the mirror effect. Different types of objectives showed different
distance dependence of enhancement factors. For a low numerical aperture (NA)
objective, enhancement factors almost stayed at the same level with the increase
of imaging depth into either cell or substrate. While for a high NA objective, the
enhancement factor increased with the increase of imaging depth in the
substrate, but decreased in cell. Fluorescence lifetime also exhibited distance-
dependent behavior. The lifetime of cell images near metal surface was greatly
reduced, in contrast to those inside the cell. Moreover, we also investigated the
impact of dye distribution and emission wavelength on the enhancement of
fluorescence. Our study provided a basis to wide application of easy-accessed
and convenient smooth metallic nanofilms with uniform fluorescence
enhancement effect for cell imaging.
In the third chapter, the impact of sample thickness on SPCE properties was
investigated. First, we studied the relationship between sample thickness and
SPCE properties of Au substrate and Al substrate in air. Fluorophores coupled
with surface plasmons via surface plasmon resonance (SPR) mode when sample
thickness was in dozens of nanometers. While in hundreds of nanometers, they
were coupled via plasmon waveguide resonance (PWR) mode. Both coupling
modes of SPCE exhibited unique polarization, angle distribution and wavelength
distribution. Second, their relationship in water was studied for the first time. It
turned out to be similar to that in air. Interestingly, in water, SPCE signal still had
polarization and angle distribution while sample thickness was larger than 1
&#61549;m. Our studies demonstrated that this technique can be used in sample
thickness detection and cell research.
In the fourth chapter, SPCE properties of cell were investigated. SPCE properties
of cells labeled in different subregions were studied using a reverse Kretschmann













was observed for cells labeled in membrane, cytoplasm and nucleus. For
micrometer-scale samples, new SPCE behaviors were expected. The SPCE
signals were always partially p-polarized and the maximum emission angle did
not shift, regardless of the variation in emission wavelength, fluorophore
distribution and stained layers thickness. We also investigated the impact of
metallic substrates on SPCE properties of cell. Compared with Au and Ni
substrates, Al substrate presented better performances in polarization and angle
distribution. Moreover, the real-time detection of the cell labeling process was
achieved by monitoring SPCE intensity. These findings provide a basis to apply
SPCE technique to study cell membrane fluidity and biomolecule interactions
inside the cell and to distinguish between cellular subregions.
In the fifth chapter, the establishment of SPCE microscope with the control of the
polarization of excitation light was investigated preliminarily. A total internal
reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscope was derived to SPCE microscope with
the modulation of the polarization and illumination position of excitation light.
Compared with TIRF images, the intensity of SPCE images was greatly
enhanced. The SPCE imaging of cell with different metallic substrates was also
investigated. It was found that 30 nm of Au film was the suitable substrate for cell
imaging. Experiment results showed that appropriate metallic substrate and
excitation light with appropriate polarization and wavelength were the key to
achieve SPCE imaging in cells. Moreover, the SPCE properties of cell images
can be improved via setting polarizer before use detector to purify signal. Our
findings provide a basis to establish a SPCE microscope and improve its
performance.
In the sixth chapter, the innovative aspects were discussed and the prospect of
this research was pointed out.
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